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Writing training standards file – Mikki
Assessing pupils’ progress
Collection of Mikki’s work:

Traditional story opening

Writing from character’s viewpoint based on Fair’s Fair

Play script based on everyday incident

Mythical story

Presentation on pollution in local environment
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Traditional story opening

Children used their knowledge of a traditional story to write the opening of an updated 
version. They talked about ways of introducing their new hero/heroine and how the 
character could be developed through speech and actions. Mikki’s writing was based 
upon the tale of Rapunzel.
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Writing from character’s viewpoint based on Fair’s Fair

The class had been reading Fair’s Fair by Leon Garfield. In this writing example, 
children were asked to rewrite from Jackson’s point of view the episode where Jackson 
meets his future benefactor. Children were reminded to write in the first person, with an 
emphasis on conveying the emotions Jackson feels during the meeting.
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Play script based on everyday incident

As part of a unit of work focusing on play scripts, children wrote their own play script 
based on incidents in everyday life. This followed reading and discussion of play script 
layout and conventions, and ways of using dialogue to convey actions.
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Mythical story

The task was to write a myth involving a hero or heroine dealing with a problem 
involving an evil character. This followed class work in myths and legends.
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Presentation on pollution in local environment

Children watch a video on pollution around the world then drafted a presentation about 
problems in their own area. The aim was to make others consider how to look after 
their local environment. 


